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Chvfital stated in 1972 the following conjecture: If Y~ is a hereditary hypergraph on S and 
.gCcy~ is a family of maximum cardinality of pairwise intersecting members of ~,  then there 
exists an xeS such that d~(x)=l{HeYe:xeH}l=l.al. Berge and Schrnheim proved that 
1~1~½ I~el for every ~ and ~.  Now we prove that if there exists an .~ ,  I~1 = [½ I~el] then 
Chvfital's conjecture is true for this ~.  
1. Introduction 
Let S be a set of n elements and ~' c P(S) be a hypergraph on S, that is, ~ is a 
family of subsets of S. ~' is called a hereditary hypergraph if A e ~ and B c A 
imply that B e ~.  If ~ is a hypergraph on S, then let d~e(x) =[{A e ~:  x e A}I for 
every x e S and let d(~') = max{d~e(x):  e S}. A hypergraph ~ is called intersect- 
ing if A fq B ~ 0 holds for any pair A, B e ~.  
Chv~ital conjectured [2] that if ~ is a hereditary hypergraph and oJ(~')= 
max{l~l: .~c~'  and ,¢¢ is intersecting}, then co(~)= d(~). It is clear that ¢0(~)~ 
d(~') because ~o(~)>-d~e(x) for every x eS. 
Erdrs-Ko--Rado 1-5] and Hilton-Milner [6] proved earlier a particular case of 
the conjecture (see Berge 1-1]); moreover Berge [1], Chvfital [3], Kleitmann- 
Magnanti 1-7], Schrnheim 1-8, 9] and Sterboul [10] investigated the conjecture after 
1972. 
Theorem 1 (Berge [1]). Every hereditary hypergraph ~ ~ P(S) is the disjoint union 
of pairs of disjoint subsets of S, together with the set {0} if I~el is odd. 
It immediately follows from this, that ~o(~e)~1½l~elJ for every hereditary 
hypergraph ~'. Now we prove that if a~(~)= L½ I~el/, then Chv~ital's conjecture is 
true, moreover we can describe from a certain point of view all the intersecting 
families JR c ~' of maximum cardinality. 
Theorem 2. If ~c  P(S) is a hereditary hypergraph and co(~)= 1½ I~lJ, then 
~o(~) = d(~). 
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It is easy to see that the following conjecture is equivalent o Chvfital's 
conjecture: If ~c  P(S) is a hereditary hypergraph and all intersecting families 
~R = ~ of maximum cardinality contain all maximal sets of ~ ,  then the intersec- 
tion of all maximal sets of ~ is non-empty (N ~ ~ is a maximal set of ~ ,  if there is 
not H ~ ~ such that H ~ N). So in the sense of Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 (see 
later) if we would like to prove Chvhtal's conjecture it is enough to prove the 
following statement: if ~' is a hereditary hypergraph and every intersecting family 
= ~ of maximum cardinality contains all maximal sets of ~', then ~o(~) = ½ [~'[. 
2. Maximum intersecting tamHies in ~,  when to(~)=L~ i~lA 
Theorem 2 follows from the stronger theorem below by Lemma 1. 
Theorem 3. Let ~c  P(S) be a hereditary hypergraph, satisfying oJ(~)= [½1~[] 
and let N1, N2 . . . . .  N o be all the maximal sets of ~ .  I f  I~el is even, then ~['=1 Ni = 
M=/:O and every intersecting family ~= ~ of maximum cardinality arises in the 
following way: Take a maximum intersecting family .,R' in P(M) and let ~= 
{A ~:  =IB~.,R' ,B=A}. I f  [~'[ is odd and . ,Rc~ is an intersecting family of 
maximum cardinality, then there exists either a maximal set Ni of ~ such that 
= ~\{N~} or an No+x = S, No+a ~ ~ such that .,R tA {N0+~} is an intersecting family 
and ~U{N0+I} is a hereditary hypergraph (i.e. either I~1 = L½1~e-{N,}l] or I~U 
(No+i}[ = L½ I:g tA {No+l}l/. 
I.,¢mma 1 (Sch6nheim [9]). If N1 . . . . .  N o are all the maximal sets in a hereditary 
hypergraph ~ c P( S) and N~'=I N /=M# 0, then co(~) = ½ I~el holds. 
ProoL It follows from Theorem 1 that d(~)~<co(~)~<½1~1. Take now an element 
x of M and form disjoint pairs from all sets of ~:  {AxA A {x}}. We have to prove 
that {A, A A {x}} = {A A {x}, (A A {x}) A {x}} and A ~ ~' implies A A {x} ~ ~'. How- 
ever (A A{x})A{x}= A and A ~ implies that there exists an N/ such that 
A c N~ ~' ,  consequently A U{x}~ ~ holds. Hence follows that there is exactly 
one member of each pair containing x i.e. d~e(x)= ½1~[ and d(~)= ~o(~)= ½ [~1 
hold. 
Lemma 2. If ~ ~ P(S) is a hereditary hypergraph and there exists an x ~ S such 
that dg(x) =3 [~[, then x ~ N['=I Ni when Nx, N2 . . . . .  N o are all the maximal sets in 
~.  Moreover if there exists an x ~ S such that d~e(x)= ½ I~el-½, then there exists 
exactly one N~ not containing x. 
Proof. If d~e(x) =½ I~1 and x~ Ni hold for some 1 ~< i ~< p, then d~ex~,r(x) = ½1~¢1 > 
L½ I~e-{N,}lJ, a contradiction. 
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If d~e(x) =½ I~1-½ and x ~ N~=~/V~, then d~(x) =½ I~1 by Lemma 1, a contradic- 
tion. On the other hand, if x~ ¢ Ni, Ni holds for some 1 ~< i, j ~< p then d~\{~0.r~,}(x) = 
½ I~t~1-½> 1½ I~-{Ni ,  N~}IJ, a contradiction again. 
3. Proof of Theorem 3 
First we prove that the families ~ c ~' described in the theorem are intersecting 
families of maximum cardinality. It is easy to see that ~ is an intersecting family. 
We prove that I~[ = ½ I~l. By the argument used in Lemma 1, we can form 
disjoint pairs from the sets of ~:  {A, A A M}. Obviously, there exists a B ~.g/' 
such that either BcA or BcAAM,  so either A~J/~ or AAM~j¢~. Then 
[~/~[ ~>½1~[ holds and this implies I~tl = ½ I~el by Theorem 1. 
We will prove the other part of the theorem by induction on I rl. The following 
.induction step was used by Daykin, Hilton and myself [4] for a simple proof of 
Theorem 1. Let T be a subset of S of minimum cardinality for which there exists 
an H~ such that S\ (HUT)~.  It is easy to see that there exists such a 
(possibly empty) T. Let ~t ={A ~:  S\(A O T)~}.  Then one can prove that 
~\~ is also a hereditary hypergraph and ~t is the disjoint union of disjoint pairs 
{A,B} with B =S\ (A  UT). It is easy to see that A =S\ (BUT)  and A ~t  
implies B ~ ~.  So the union of our pairs is S\T. 
First we carry on proving the case ~o(~e)--½1~el. If .ac~e is an intersecting 
family of maximum cardinality, that is I./gl=½[~ [, then [~n~[=½1~l .  Here 
l Jet N s~ I~<½ [s~ I is trivial and if [d~ n ~t I<½ I-~1, then ~¢t \~t is an intersecting family in 
the hereditary hypergraph ~\ .~ such that I~t\~l -- I~tl- I~ n ~tl >& I~rl- ½ I~1 = 
& I~e\~tl, which contradicts Theorem 1. 
Hence we know that 
I-aX~l--½l~XAI, co(~\~t)=½l~xm[ and I~eX~tl<l~l. 
Therefore we may suppose that the statement of the theorem is true for ~\~ (if 
~ s~). Let M' be the non-empty intersection of the maximal sets of ~'\~t. Then 
all intersecting families ~*c  ~\~t  of maximum cardinality contain M', conse- 
quently M' ~¢{\s~. If M 'c  T holds, then A N M'= ¢ holds for all A e ~t. But 
I~n~l--½1~l>~l and this implies M'N(S \T )~.  Use the notation M= 
M'N(S\T).  If x~M, then it is easy to see that d~(x)=½l~el and if x•M, then 
d~r(x)<½ I~1. Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we obtain that ~ is the intersection 
of all maximal sets of ~ .  
Since ~t \~ is an intersecting family in ~\~t  of maximum cardinality, it follows 
that ~t\~t is like we described in the theorem and ~\~ can be completed to an 
intersecting family of cardinality ½ [~'[ from the pairs of ~. If M 'c  S\T, i.e. 
M = M', then ~t is like we described in the theorem. Suppose now M' fq T~ 0 and 
let M1, M2 c M, M1 U ME = M, M1 ~ M2 = ¢. If ~/~\~ does not contain M~ and ME, 
then Ma U (M' N T) and M2 O (M' fq T) are elements of .~\~t. This is true since 
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At\~t contains exactly one set from the two complementary sets of M'. But it is 
easy to see, that there exists a pair of sets from the above described ~ such that 
one member of this pair intersects M in M1, so it does not intersect ME U (M' CI T) 
and at the same time the other member of the pair intersects M in M2, 
consequently it does not intersect M1 O (M'A T). Then At does not contain the 
members of this pair and this contradicts [Atl = ½ ]~1. So At\~t contains exactly one 
of M1 and ME, i.e. At contains a maximum intersecting family of edges of P(M). 
Let us denote it by At'. We know that At D{A ~ ~/d': :IB ~dg', B c A}, but here 
the cardinality of the right hand side is ½[~R'[, consequently At= 
{A ~:  3B eat', B cA} .  
Finally we have to settle the case ~ = ~t. But then it is easy to see that ~ = P(S) 
and the statement is trivial. 
Let us turn to the case to(~) = ½ I~1-½. Suppose that At is an intersecting family 
in ~ of maximum cardinality and let T c S and ~ c ~( be the same as in the case 
to(~)=½l~' [. Now we can see that IAtn l=½1 ] and 
½ [~\~t[-½ by the argument used in the previous case. We may suppose that the 
statement of the theorem is true for ~\~t  and At \~ because ~\~ contains at 
least one element (and if ~ ' \~  = {~}, then the statement is trivial). First we show 
that Chv~tal's conjecture is true for this ~,  i.e. there exists an x ~ S such that 
d,~(x) = ½ I~el-½ holds. We know that there exists either a maximal set o~ ~\~t  
(let us denote it by N*) such that At\~¢ is an intersecting family in (~\~I)\{N*} or 
an N**~ S, N**¢ ~\s~ such that (At\~t)U {N**} is an intersecting family in the 
hereditary hypergraph (~\~t)U{N**}. In both cases we can find an x ~ S \T  such 
that d~ex~(X) =½ I~e\~l-½. On the other hand x E S \T  implies d~(x) =½ I~tl and 
hence d~e(x)= ½ I~el-½ follows. Now if At does not contain all maximal sets of ~ ,  
then let Ni¢At and hence Atc~\{N~} trivially holds. If At contains all maximal 
sets of ~ ,  then let x ~ S satisfying d~e(x)=½ I~el-½. By Lemma 2 there exists a 
maximal set N~ of ~ such that x CN~. It is trivial that At U{~ U{x}} is an 
intersecting family and we will prove that ~U{/V~ U{x}} is a hereditary hyper- 
graph. Suppose that it is not the case. Then ~ does not contain the subsets/-/1, 
HE . . . . .  H, of /V~ U{x} (t~>l). But ~' contains all subsets of /V~ thus x e H~ 
(1 ~<i~ < t). It is easy to see that ~ '= (~U{/V~ U{x}})U{H1 . . . . .  H,} is a hereditary 
hypergraph and dg,(x) = d~e(x) + t + l = ½(l~el + 2t + l) > a(l~el + t + 1) = ½ I~e'l which 
contradicts Theorem 1. ~ U{N~ U{x}} is a hereditary hypergraph and we have 
proved the statement of the theorem. 
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